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INTRODUCTION

amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Danilo Enrique Noreña Benítez has contributed to the dictionary with 35057 meanings that we have approved and
collected in this small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the
project, do not hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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punzante
It can mean biting, incisive, satirical, caustic.  That speaks with irony.  That it is pointed and that it punctures.  That
sucks, that harasses, that attacks. 

punzó
It's a puncture inflection, which means stinging, sucking.  prick.  It's also a way to call an intense red color.  derives from
the French word ponceau, which is a way to call the poppy wild and it has flowers of that color. 

punzón
In Colombia is a very resistant metal and sharp tool used to drill walls or walls.  We also call it a pointer.

puñal
Sharp weapon.  White gun.  Knife, dagger, stylus, faca.  Relative to the fist.  It is caught or grasped with your hand or
with your fist.

puñera
The Colombia means beating, fight, or blows with fists.  Rina fistfights.

puñetas
It is a lace or trim with veil in the cuffs of a shirt sleeve.  Anger, annoyance.  Bully, bully, troublemaker, conflicting.

puñete
In southern Colombia and Ecuador it means fist, punch, blow given with the hand closed or gripped.  It is also the name
given to a bracelet, slave or btazalete that is used on the wrist.

pupilaje
It is the same thing that I take care of or lodging.  It is the action or effect of caring for or hosting animals, especially
horses.  Have horses as pupils or in care.  Accommodation, pension, hostel.  It also means tutoring.  Care or
surveillance of cars or vehicles temporarily.

pupitrazo
It is an augmentative of desk, furniture used by students during the classes.  Once as with the desk tops to make noise
or blow given with hands over the top of the desk to approve something.  In Colombia it is said to "pass to pupitrazo", to
refer to meetings of Council, Assembly or Senate, which approves all quickly and without much details.

pupitre
It is the name of the furniture that each student uses in their school or college.  School chair . 

pupo
It is a Quechua word meaning navel.  Body center.  Scar or brand of umbilical cord .

puppet



It is an English word meaning puppet, doll, puppet. 

pupusa
It is a typical dish from El Salvador.  It consists of an Arepuela or Tortilla and is accompanied by multiple ingredients. 
There are cheese, beans, etc.  In the places where they sell them, which are very common in that country are called
Pupuseria.

pupusas
Popular name of a corn arepas filled with various ingredients that are consumed in El Salvador. 

pupusería
It is a word that is used in El Salvador, Guatemala and Honduras.  It is the place where you make or sell pupusas, which
are a kind of arepuelas or tortillas of corn or rice filled in many ways.

pupuso
In Guatemala and El Salvador, pupusa is a type of arepa, usually stuffed.   It consists of an Arepuela or Tortilla and is
accompanied by multiple ingredients.  There, they put pupuso to who is fat, obese, pot or plump.   Also to the glutton, to
which he eats a lot.

puquios
It is a quechua word meaning Springs, water births, water eyes, manas, wells. It is also a city and a district in Peru.

pure
The correct term is pure (with accent).  Pure call all solid food crushed or marinated.

purembe
Own pertaining or belonging to a native ethnic group from the Highlands of Michoacán, Querétaro and Guanajuato, in
Mexico. It also tells them tarascan or Purépecha. Language of this ethnic group.

purepecha
The correct term is Purepecha, is the name of a people and language, Mexican aborigines of the area of Michoacán. 
Also called them Michoacas or Michoacan.  In language Nahuatl, Michoacan means place or land of fishermen.

puré
It is a culinary product that results from crushing or crushing some cooked food, such as potato, banana.  Maceration of
vegetables, whether vegetables, vegetables or tubers.

purépecha
Mexican Aboriginal village, located in Michoacan.  You are also known as Tarascanos, michoacas or Michoacan.  They
are predominantly fishermen.  Their language.

purica
It is a brand of whole products, supplements, and solutions for a healthy and balanced lifestyle.



puridad
That shows or denotes purity.  It is clean, without stain, which is not contaminated, originality, authenticity, naturalness,
diaphaneity and candor.

purificación
It is the action or effect of clean, purify.  It is the name of a municipality of the Department of Tolima in Colombia.  It is
known as "La Villa de las Palmas".

purina
Name of a concentrated animal feed, widely used in poultry and fish farming.  Name of the company that produces this
concentrate.  In chemistry, it is a group of aromatic heterocyclic organic compounds.  They have a nitrogen base.  The
most important are adenine and guanine, which are chemical compounds that cells use to make the building blocks of
DNA and RNA. 

purisco
The name given to the flowers of fabaceous plants such as bean or bean.

purisil
Purisil is the name of a town in Costa Rica, in the Province of Orosi, Carthage.  It's a tourist town.

purlo
He is one of the many fictional characters in "The Legend of Zelda", a video game of Japanese origin. 

puro
It means clean, clear, limpid, net, simple.  Without impurities.  I entire, straight, virtuous.  It is also a cigar made from
rolled tobacco leaves.  Habano, veguero, tobacco.

purofloro
A way of Peruvians is denote language embellished or lengthened, verbosity, speaking generously and sometimes
without. Extensive discourse. In Colombia we say verbiage, cart, macumba, straw, chatter, talkative.

purrete
It means boy, young man, adolescent, boy, boy, boy, child who has grown up.  Young and inexperienced boy. 

purria
Despicable people, people who do not generate any affection. 

puruay
It is the name of a river in the Province of Cajamarca, in Peru.  There is also a river with the same name in Venezuela
from the slope of the Orinoco River (Santa Cruz de Cachipo, State of Anzoátegui).

purupuru
In the anime kingdom is the name of an evil fairy in Kirakira.  It is one of the common names given in Ecuador the
gulupa, a fruit of the family Pasiflorácea.  Its scientific name is Passiflora pinnatistipula (family Passifloraceae).



pururú
In Argentina it is a way of calling the crisps or popcorn.

pus
In Colombia, pus is the same as matter, yellowish or greenish and thick liquid that forms in an infected tissue.  Drain the
pustule.  Infection.

pusher
It is an English word that means supplier, driver, delivery, deliverer, pusher, passing.  In the oil industry we use the
terms "tool pusher", which is the person who passes, delivers or supplies the necessary tools in drilling a well.

pusilamime
The correct term is cowardly.  Mean weak, cowardly, loose, timid, timid, cringing, aguevado, pelele, shy, timid,
submissive.

pusilánime
You want to say timid, fearful, cowardly, loose, indecisive, pusillanimous, shy.

pusose
pusose is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Pusose; with tilde )." being its meaning:<br>It is an inflection of
be. Means was, it was placed, it stood. Spruce is, dressing, sheathing it, placed, placed.

puspús
It is one of the common names of a shrub plant of various uses (medicinal, industrial, for firewood, dry cleaning, etc.).  It
is from the Fabaceae family and its scientific name is Zuccagnia punctata.  It is also known by the names of pus-pus,
male jar, pispito jar or can.

pusteco
In Mexico is a surname.  As a noun (in Mexico) it means desganado, no appetite, no desire to eat, with loss of appetite. 
, Listless.

pusteque
It means sad, desolate, disappointed, depressed, heartbroken.  That he is overwhelmed by sadness or disappointment. 

pusuqui
It is the name of a small Ecuadorian town in the Province of Pichincha.  Name of Barrio de Quito .  Name of the former
Hacienda Real, located in the Pomasqui Valley, in Quito (Ecuador).  This estate is part of the private patrimony of the
House of Orleans-Bourbon.  It means puma perches in Quechua and Caranqui languages.  White-haired, gray-haired,
gray-haired. 

pusuy
Colombia is one of the common names of a Palm known as mapora, ciamba, cinamillo or maquenque.  Its scientific
name is Oenocarpus mapora.  belongs to the family Arecaceae.  It is a word of the language Saliba and means Palm
(Palm thick).  It is also the alias of an offender in Colombia.



puta
Woman exercising prostitution.  Sex worker.  Harlot, meretriz, prostitute, prosti hetaira.

putasos
The correct term is (with z).  In Colombia it is commonly used and in a vulgar way, it means outrages, insults, offenses,
insults, rudeness, imprecations.

putear
In Colombia it means insulting, throwing expletives.  It can also be engaged in prostitution. 

putin
It is the surname of the current President of Russia (Vladimir Vladimirovich Putin).

putinejo
It is a term coined by Javier Rubio and that refers to a person related to imperialist and authoritarian regimes such as
that of Vladimir Putin.  A character who, protected by ideological defense, defends the invasion or does not assume a
specific position in relation to the conflict between Russia and Ukraine. 

putingui
it is a surname of Italian origin.  In the slang arrabalero means cheap prostitute, street and ordinary whore. 

puto
In Colombia means strong, brave, warrior, courageous, feisty, daring, risky, decided.  He doesn't feel fear.

putófo
It's a way of calling the one who hates prostitutes. 

putt
It's an English language term.  It is a term used in the sport of Golf.  It refers to a short or soft stroke, which is done in
the vicinity of a hole.  Hit inside a green. 

puvis
The correct term is pubis, with B.  It means an anatomical part of the body located below the belly, usually covered with
hair.  Mount Venus.  The name of a part of the hip bone (located at the front).

puxaxe
It is one of the names of a typical Mexican dish and especially Chiapas (from Chiapas).  It is prepared with meats of res
or pork in quite a very thick sauce of chilies.  It is also often called putzatzé.  It is consumed in the traditional festivities of
costumed dancers. 

puya
In Colombia it means Thorn, needle, Thorn, pua, sliver, tip, hint, claim.  It is also one of the classes of Vallenato rhythm
that exists in Colombia.  Determining pace for the election of a King Vallenato.



puyar
In Colombia it means chuzar, hurting with something very pointed.  Chop, sting.  Attack or injure with a puya or squea.

puyar el burro
it is a very colloquial expression of the Colombian Atlantic Coast and means to leave, to walk away, to evade an
embarrassing situation.  Retire.

puyazo
Wound caused by a thorn, puya, chuzo, PIN or needle.  Aguijonazo, chuzon, aguijonazo, prick.

puyeki
It is one of the common names given in Mexico to a fish.  It is also known as sleepy, puyeque, chalaco, porroco or
sleeper.  It is a coastal fish of the Pacific Ocean from California Peru.  Its scientific name is Dormitator latifrons and
belongs to the family Eleotridae.

puyón
In Colombia it also means that it has spikes, that he or that he is pointed.

puza
It is one of the common names of a mushroom or edible fungus.  Its scientific name is Armillaria mellea,
Physalacriaceae family.

puzanga
Pusanga or puzanga is an oily and aromatic oil or extract used to attract loved, prepared based on Andean and
Amazonian weeds.  It is also used as a self-esteem lifter and converter in center of attraction to all others.  It's only
enough to get a few drops on your hands or neck.  It is typical of the South American Amazon region.  In Colombia you
can assimilate with the quereme or follow me.  Generically you can call maranguango, word of origin Embera which
means witchcraft.

puzolana
Means of Puzol, Italian town near Naples, which comes from Puzol.  It is also a mineral, represented mostly by dust or
volcanic ash.  To be hydrated makes up a kind of cement.

puzun
It means stomach, belly gut.  is a word of Quechua origin. 

púa
Small, firm and slender body that ends in a funta.  Small pointed body.  Spike, thorn, stinger. 

púgil
Person who is dedicated to the sport of flat noses or boxing.  Pugilist, boxer, wrestler, gladiator.

púlpito
It is the name given to a small and high platform, which is found in churches and which is where the priest climbs to



preach. 

púlsar
In astronomy, it is the name given to a neutron star.  It emits a very intense periodic radiation but at very short and
regular intervals.  They have a very intense magnetic field. 

púsome
It is an inflection of be.  It means placed, placed, spruce is, dress up, sheathing is, deposit, get, send, add, have.

pútrido
Organic body in decomposition.  It means rotten, decomposed, rancid, rotten past, damaged.

pycnonotus
It means compact back.  It is the name of a genus of birds belonging to the family Pycnonotidae.  They are known as
nightingales or bulbules.

pymecidio
It is the way to call for the elimination of small and medium-sized enterprises because of the lack of activation by the
Covid-19. 

pyrenestes
Breast red fire.  It is the name of a genus of birds belonging to the family Estrildidae.  They are called piquigordos or
nutcracker finches and are from Mozambique and Tanzania.

pyrgilauda
It means white-breasted sparrow.  It is the deprecated name of a genus of birds that was attached to the family
Passeridae.  They're from central Asia.  Some authors prefer to use Montifrigilla.

pyriglena
It means cone eyes of fire (eyes red fire).  It is the name of a genus of birds belonging to the family Thamnophilidae. 
They are called fire-eyed anthills.

pyrilia
It means they have the sides or green ijares.  It is a genus of birds in the family Psittacidae.  They're called parrots or
parrots.  As there are many classes you can call them red-headed parrots.

pyrrha
Pyrrha is incorrectly written and it should be written as Pyhrra ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The correct term
is Pyhrra ( 41 own name;.  In Greek mythology was a daughter of Epimetheus and Pandora.  It was spouse of
Deucalion, with whom he had 6 children.

pyrrhocorax
Colorful flame crow (or fire-billed crow).  It is the name of a genus of birds belonging to the family Corvidae.  They are
commonly referred to as chovas.  They are very given to parasitism in posture and breeding.



pyrrhula
Pyrrhula is more suitable.  It means with tail of red on or fire red.  It is the name of a genus of birds belonging to the
family Fringillidae.  They are known as shrimp.  They're seed birds.

pytagua
It is a term of the Guarani language.  It means strange, foreign, stranger.  On the other hand.  Gringo.

pythia
It was the name of the high priestess of Apollo at Delphi.  In Greek mythology it was known as the Oracle of Delphi. 

pytilia
Pyrilia is more suitable, although Pytilia is also valid.  It means with the side of fire red, with the colored ijares.  It is the
name of a genus of birds belonging to the family Estrildidae.  They have short beaks and bright colors.  They are known
as styldas.

q
It is the name of a music magazine Rock and Pop, which is published in the United Kingdom.  It's name is Q
(capitalized).

q es chirrete
It means gross rustic, coarse, tasteless, ordinary. In Colombia sometimes used as a synonym for chilguete, chorrion,
splatter, stain, dirt, filth.

q es un bledos
The phrase is " A 34 damn me; which in Colombia is also used as " I care a radish " and more still 34 rude; Okay egg ".
All these phrases mean that something not worth anything, that is insignificant, which is harmless.  That it does not fully
value, which does not deserve importance.   " I care a damn ". Even the smallest elements.

q significa chamom
I think they're asking for chamon.  If so, it is another of the names given to a black plumage bird.  It is also known as
black tordo, black tordo, blackberry, blackbird, common tordo, queen Josmary, chupin, mulatto, vaqueri, cowboy bird
and blackbird cowboy.  Its scientific name is Molothrus bonariensis and belongs to the family Icteridae .  It is found
almost all over America.

q significa chuchuca
It is a way of calling corn to ripen, so it is neither tender (soft or milky) nor hard io dry.  Name of a Brazilian song by Axe
Bahia.  Tchutchuca.  In Colombia Chuchupa, with p , is the name of gas wells in the Guajira and the oil field. 

q significa wawa
The correct term is Wawa ( is name and trademark ).  Is the name of a chain of 40 convenience stores; medium-sized
and with hours extended 24/) in the United States.  They have approximately about 575 stores distributed in almost all
the States of the Union.  They provide fresh food prepared to order.  In quechua language means baby, baby, child, girl,
creature, son, daughter.  GuaGua.

qanodiano



It is more appropriate to use the term Qanondiano.  It means relative to Q'Anon .  He supports Q'Anon's ideas.  Q'Anon,
or better yet Q'Anon Shaman, also known as Q Shaman or Yellowstone Wolf (the Yellowstone wolf or the yellow stone
wolf).  He is one of the assailants of the White House.  His real name is Jacob Anthony Angeli Chansley.  He is an
American far-right activist and conspiracy theorist. 

qap
In radio signals means we are attentive to a new call.  We're on hold.  It stands for "Quiet At Phrequency", which you
can translate Waiting on Frequency or Standby Frequency.  In Colombia it was the name of a TV newscast. 

qe significa decimoctavo
It means that it is ranked 18 in a classification.  Some are also used to say that a 18th part of something is ( a unit
divided into 18 parts equal ).  Each of the 18 Parties that divided a unit 1/18; 40 41.  Ordinal number of the 18 post.

qenan
He is a biblical character who lived before the Universal Flood.  It appears in the book of Genesis.  He is also listed as
Keinán or Cainán.  He was set's grandson, therefore the great-grandson of Adam and Eve.  The father of Qenan or
Keinán, was Enós. 

qenán
Name of a great-grandson of Adam and Eve, Grandson of Set .  It was also named Keinán.  He was a biblical character
who lived before the Universal Flood.  It appears in the book of Genesis.  It also appears as Cainan.  Keinan's father
was Enos.

qi
In traditional Chinese it means vitality, energy strength.  It is a term used in Taoism, traditional Chinese Medicine and in
several Far Eastern countries.  Name of a king of ancient China. 

qom
In quechua language it means childless infertile sterile.

qq es piltrafa
It is synonymous with waste, garbage, waste, scrap.

quaker
It is the name of a registered trademark, world-renowned.  Quaker (Quaker or Quaker) means friend and also tremor, in
the English language.  Name given to a member of a dissident Christian religious community, created by George Fox, in
England and which was called The Religious Society of Friends or Church of Friends. 

quarter
It is an English word that can mean fourth part, barracks, Quadrant or referencing a 25 cent dollar coin.

quarterfinal
It is an English word which means quarter-finals.  It is the stage in which eight teams or players are, therefore there are
four clashes, to determine four semi-finalists.  It's a knockout and prior to the semifinal stage.



quauhcamotli
It is one of the names given in indigenous language (Nahutl, Tarasco ) given in Mexico to Yuca.  It is also known as
aipim, cassava, guacamota, casabe or casava , lumu.  Its scientific name is Manihot sculenta and belongs to the family
Euphorbiaceae.

que agüevado
In Colombia the term aguevado ( or ahuevado ) It is a vulgar way to say fearful, fearful, terrified, afraid, empavorecido,
cringing, cowardly, cowardly, collón, hen.

que ahuevada
The term egg or aguevada is a vulgar way of saying that the person is exorcised, felt dread, which panicked, afraid that.
That is shaped egg, ovovada.

que ahuevada
The term egg or aguevada is a vulgar way of saying that the person is exorcised, felt dread, which panicked, afraid that.
That is shaped egg, ovovada.

que aletazo
Colombia uses more popularly " to beat of wing " some people say " that wing-beat ". They want to signify the smelly
armpits due to perspiration. Also we say chucha.

que asco
An expression that denotes repulsion or rejection of something.  Expression of displeasure or rejection of a bad smell or
something of very bad appearance.  Fetid, disgusting, smelly.  Gas, fuchi , fo .

que asignifica jevo
In Colombia is a synonym of old. It is a Barcelona of Longevo, so gevo should be with g, but everyone writes it with j and
is accepted as well.

que bacan
bacan is incorrectly written and should be written like that cool! being its meaning: the correct term is that cool.  It is used
in Colombia.  Want to say that good people, good person, good-natured, collaborator, supportive, attentive, kind.

que bronca
In several countries of Latin America " that anger " means that you rage. that disgust. In Colombia, it means fight, get,
altercation, rina.

que come el pez xareo
The xareo fish eats small fish, shrimp and crabs.  It's a very voracious fish.

que es absorto
You mean Tootles, stunned, stupefied.  It can also mean stunned, abstracted, marveled, pensive, absorbed.

que es aguarrás



It is another name that we in Colombia to turpentine, which is a natural solvent obtained from the resin of pine and
spruce.

que es aguasapo
Aguasapo or Toad Water, is the name of a refreshing beverage own Costa Rica, has water, ginger, lemon and sugar.

que es aldeano
Who inhabits or comes from a village.  It means villager, paleto, peasant, local.  It is also used to mean rough, rustic,
ordinary, ignorant, rough, patan. 

que es animal
Kingdom of nature that includes all being alive which is characterized by movement, sexual reproduction and embryonic
development. ANIMAL: An acronym for " Harassed our Indians died fighting ".

que es astucia
It refers to doing things well thought, well analyzed. Insight, shrewdness, craftiness, ability, intelligence. Ruse,
stratagem, treta, marrulleria, ruse, mana.

que es bagallo
It is used in Chile.  You want to say problematic person without attributes.  Problem, mess.  It is also the name given to
the Bale, bag, sack, package or bulk hiding things product of a robbery.  Loot.  In Uruguay it means smuggling, goods of
dubious origin.

que es baute
In Colombia it is a surname.  It is of Spanish origin (from the Canary Islands), but with ancestral roots in France.  It also
exists in Venezuela.  Last name of a Venezuelan singer and presenter, known as Carlos Baute.  Its full name is Carlos
Roberto Baute Jiménez .  Second surname of a Valduparense writer and journalist named Alonso Sánchez Baute .

que es bombaceo
The term bombaceo or bombacaceo, means that you have the fruits covered with a wool, cotton, fibres or pulp.  They
are terms synonymous and used in Botany.  They are from the family Malvaceae (formerly Bombaceae).

que es bursopatia
In Medicine it is the condition of a patient suffering from an inflammation of the bursa or synovial sac, which is a
sac-shaped structure that acts as a pad between the soft parts of the joints (muscles, tendons and skin) and the hardest
parts, the bony ones.  Bursitis. 

que es causar estado
The legal encyclopedia is the expression that refers to the permanent character which are the legal effects of an
administrative or judicial decision as a result of having been firm, or what is the same, have passed on authority of res
judicata. Compulsory met or run.

que es chacra
It is the same as farm, estate, farm, conuco.



que es chaponeo
It is the action of cutting or eliminating the stubble, weeds.  Desenrastrojar, weed, desmatonar.  A pasture cleaning.

que es chenco
In Central America it means renco, lame, patojo, crooked. 

que es chingo
It has different meanings in different countries: in Venezuela is flat, flattened nose. In Colombia it is chato, born or cleft
lip ( I try to derogatory ) in Costa Rica is of low quality, in Mexico, Guatemala and Salvador means so much, pretty and
in Nicaragua it is short.

que es chuchuca
It is a typical dish of southern Colombia and Ecuador.  It is a soup that has cabbages, onions, coriander, corn, celery,
garlic and sometimes milk.  Be prepared with pork.

que es contiguensia
What contiguensia is incorrectly written and should be written as "Contingency." being its meaning:<br>The correct term
is contingency. It means event, circumstance, chance, chance, possibility. In the oil industry, are the plans that are made
to take care of emergencies or accidents. Luck, risk.

que es crepancia
Equality that results when comparing two things among if. Equality. Similarity, accuracy.

que es demagogo
Person who practices demagoguery.  A person who directs or manipulates the thought of a mass.  It takes advantage of
the people's feelings to handle it (manipulate it) and benefit.  A person who seeks to govern through deception,
scavengers or manipulations.  person who pretends to be okay with everyone.

que es disfonico
The correct term is disfonico, with tilde.  It means struggling to speak.  It is synonymous with ronco, which is
hoarseness.  Is not the same as aphonic, which is without speech, that can not speak.

que es el ausolutismo
The correct term is absolutism.  It is a designation of a political regime that preaches that the State is absolute. 
Historical period, ideplogia and form of Government initiated by Luis XIV in France.

que es el mechurrio
In the oil industry mean burner burner, gas, torch, tea.  Flare.  It is an outlet of the gas produced in excess in an oil
installation (well or refinery), which burns for safety.

que es el pauro
You want to tell where the water flows.  Mana, spring, water birth, aljibe.

que es el pingullo



It is one of the common names of a small sweet flute, used in Andean peoples.  It also gets the names pinquillo,
pincullo, pincuyo or pinquilhue .  This name is most widespread south of Colombia, Ecuador, Peru and Bolivia.

que es el tzara huin
In Totonac mythology is the name of a young liked that whistle like a goldfinch and which fell in love with the Princess
Xanath.  God Tajin (or fat God, Tláloc), also fell in love with her and at her rejection, transformed it into the vanilla plant.

que es encresparonse
The correct term is encresparonse.  In Colombia to say bravo, rage, irritated, angry, upset, please malgeniarse.  Also
means shaping Goldilocks, curly, crespones, cachumbos.

que es escueto
In Colombia it means simple, unadorned, strict and clean.  Precise, parco, concise, brief, concise, short, sober, naked.

que es eslabon
Link is each one of the rings that form a chain. Rings or linked rings that form a chain.

que es estupor
It means causing much surprise, surprise or startle.  Stupefaction, loss of full consciousness, loss of the normal, physical
and mental conditions.  Dullness, drowsiness, lightheadedness, lethargy, stupor, insensitivity.  Inability to normally
respond to stimuli.

que es fauna
It is the Group of animals of a region or a specific period. The animals by their degree of adaptation are specialized
groups according to the environment where they live ( 41 ecosystems;.

que es filtrafa
The correct term is piltrafa.  It means waste, waste, waste.  That is relegated and despised by others.

que es galamero
It means eating much, which is not satisfied easily.  Glutton, glutton, comelon, greedy, greedy, greedy, hungry
Gargantua.

que es gediondo
The correct term is jediondo and better still smelly.  Means that it expels evil smell, smelly, foul.  Derived from heder.  In
Colombia Don Jediondo is a well-known comedian whose name is Pedro González.  Also the name of a restaurant
owned by that same humorist.  In the area of influence paisa, the word jediondo or gediondo means very astute and
trickster.  Fucking person, person with which must be treated with care.

que es gestor
Manager is a person who as says Ines, manages. In Colombia to a Manager, also say you broker ( does paperwork,
manages ). It has several synonyms: agent, representative, Manager, administrator, Attorney. For us a Manager is also
who does errands, errands or brings the orders.



que es ginear
What ginear is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Ginear S.A.S." being its meaning:<br>It is the name of a
company of medical services and specialists. It has offices in Facatativa and 40 Cúcuta; Colombia ). They also provide
services Odontologicos.en ever heard this word a person from los Llanos in Colombia meaning that I wanted to share
with women, women, relationships with women. But I have not been listening.

que es guineo
In some parts they call banana to banana (Dominican, Honduras, Puerto Rico and Colombian Atlantic coast), in others
banana is a class or shorter and stockier than the common banana variety, which also say popocho or COP (Colombia
Centre).

que es hipsipila
The correct term is Hypsipyla .  It is the name of a genus of insects in the family Pyralidae, of the lepidoptera.  They're
some kind of moths.  They are known as sweepers or drillers.  They are very harmful to the meliacea species of cedar
and mahogany.   .

que es hospedor
It is host in Portuguese, and also means 40 album; usually photographs 41.

que es hospedor
What hospedor is incorrectly written and should be written as "Host" being its meaning:<br>Very likely they wanted to
tell host. In ecology, this term is used to denote that a certain element or species, usually a tree or a plant, is the most
frequent or natural habitat where is or lives a smaller, it may be an insect or a fungus.

que es iliquido
In Colombia, it means that it lacks liquidity.  It has no money in cash.  It has no credit balance on the bank accounts.  It
is also used to mean that a particular property has not been assessed, not has been able to be quantified its value, that
has not been settled.  Which is in the process of being liquidated or valued.  Bare, wrecked, impoverished.

que es indeferente
The correct term is indifferent. It means person who shows or reflects a positive or negative attitude to any eventuality.
That does not reflect intent or penchant for any of the alternatives or proposals that presented.

que es inopia
You want to say without resources. Ignorance, ignorance, indigence. Poverty, hardship, narrowness, hunger and misery.

que es jodete
What fuck is incorrectly written and should be written as a "Fuck you!" being its meaning:<br>It is an expression of total
disapproval of something. It denotes that it desist from continuing to help someone who does not know what to take
advantage. It is to remove support someone because you need to get out of troubles do not strive.

que es la bronquioectasia
what the bronquioectasia is incorrectly written and should be written as "Bronquiectesia" as
meaning:<br>Bronquioectesia or Bronquiectesia are correct. They are medical terms that referenced a chronic or
Permanent dilation of one or more bronchi that can result from bronchitis or genetic causes ( congenital ).



que es la genitalidad
It is the sexual activity which is only limited to the anatomical or body part and especially to the stimulation of the genital
or reproductive organs. Sex body without taking into account the affective part.

que es la pluriglosia en la diversidad cultural
The pluriglosia in cultural diversity is the feature of being able to speak several languages that exist within the same
territory considered as cultural diversity. In Colombia the pluriglosia in this case, is to be able to speak Spanish, English,
Caló, Bantu ( Kikongo and the kimbundu ) Palenquero and languages ancestral Achagua, Pijao, Tunebo, Arhuaco,
Pwinabe ( There are at least 40 more ). In Bolivia can be speaking Spanish, quechua and mapuche. In Spain it would be
speaking Spanish, Asturian, Catalan, Basque, etc. Side note: for that reason is that in some cases I dare send meanings
of African ancestral languages, I know by my contact with various Colombian ethnic groups in environmental work.

que es liwi
In Spanish it is called BOLAS.  It is a weapon used by Inca lkos consisting of a rope which has three divisions at the end
and each one of them a metal sphere with which they whipped or beaten enemies.

que es ludibrio
Ludibrio is a Latin word meaning toy.  By extension means stiff, motionless, dry, hard, rigid, wasteless, inanimate.  It can
also mean mockery, mockery, scorn, humiliation. 

que es medir
It means taking the dimensions, measure, calculate, evaluate, determine, appreciate, check, compare, weigh, probe,
control, restrain.

que es mendigo
Beggar is the person who practiced begging. A person asking for alms. Beggar, beggar, needy, mendicant, boër,
destitute, miserable, supplicants.

que es microecosistema
Microecosistema, is an ecosystem of small dimensions. An aquarium as a microecosistema can be seen.

que es mofletudo
In Colombia it means cheeks, large or fleshy cheeks.  Fat, chubby, popocho, robust, chubby, obese, pot, plump.

que es novena
It is a set made up of nine elements.  Team of nine players, as is a baseball team, that's why this team of baseball
players is called ninth.  Ninth is also a type of Catholic ritual that is done for nine days (or nights) or also for nine months
(one every month).  It is usually made to a particular saint and with an intention or request.  There is also the Ninth
Christmas or Ninth of Aguinaldos, which is a Colombian tradition, in which the baby Jesus is prayed between December
16 and 24 (the 9 days before birth).  It consists of Prayers for every day, to the Blessed Virgin, to St. Joseph, to the Child
God and in addition to the Joys who are allusive stanzas. 

que es panacea
It means that it serves for everything, that it cures any type of disease.  Remedy for everything or universal cure.  In
Greek mythology it was the name of one of the daughters of Aesculapius or Asclepius, sister of Hygia. 



que es pañolones
Pañolones is the plural of wrap.  A wrap is a garment that women used to cover the head.  It may be by embellishment
or to protect themselves from the cold.  Large scarf, shawl.  Elegant and colorful clothing to cover the head.

que es patatús?
In Colombia it is a word that means sopontium, fading, dizziness, effect of sopor.  Fainting, vahyde, weakness,
discouragement, disorder. 

que es pesebrera
In Colombia, a stall is a covered pen where are saved and take care of the beasts. It is stable. Crib.

que es pocilga
Messy and neglected housing.  Small and dirty site.  House small and uncomfortable.  Garage, block, stable, Manger,
piggery, Razorfen, pigsty or cochiquera

que es preextencion
What preextencion is incorrectly written and should be written as "Preextension." being its meaning:<br>In computer
science are usually the dynamics, keys or divisions that we put to the extensions of temporary files to speed up your
search, or subdivide large documents or several chapters. They are used especially in ecology or environment as a
WFP documents.

que es prieto
Means black, dark, bruno, Jet, Blackthorn.  In Colombia is a surname of Spanish origin.

que es pueril
It means that it has no value or interest.  Little valuable.  Simple, simple, trivial, insignificant, bland, childish, trivial, futile,
frivolous.

que es quena
It is a wind instrument native of the South American Andes.  It is essentially a rod or tube with seven holes and blowing
at one end.  Reed flute.

que es rauda
It means that it is fast, fast, light.

que es regencia
It is the job of the Regent. Exert the function of sending, govern. While a ruler in his position. Temporary Government of
a substitute for a King by its minority of age, disability or its absence. Government, mandate.

que es reprogramar
Back to programming.  You can also modify a schedule that was already established.  Change the order of a program
schedules.

que es reptar



Advance or move from one place to another by dragging as reptiles.

que es reptor
Although it is a word not accepted by the SAR, it is a term of clear concept : it crawls, it crawls, that slides down the
floor.  It's synonymous with reptile.  Reptante.  It can also be an error to say rector (directing, commanding, ordering). 

que es sapientisimoç
The correct term is Ho.  To say that he knows a lot.  It is a superlative of Sage.

que es sargazo
The castilianization of Sargassum, which is the name of a genus of Brown seaweed is very large (macroalgae)
feoficeas.  They belong to the class Phaeophyceae.  They are not plants despite the appearance and belong to the
Kingdom Protista.  They are abundant in the middle of the Atlantic and often affect navigation.

que es sequia
The correct term is drought.  It means lack of moisture, dryness, dry, arid, arid, dry, dry, dry summer.

que es shingles
It is the English name of the disease caused by latent chickenpox virus, also called herpes Zoster or commonly shingles.
 It is a very painful disease and that can affect only over the age of 50 who have had chickenpox in childhood.

que es shis
In Portuguese it is short for Setor de Habitas Individuais Sul .  It is a very exclusive residential sector, of mansions and
embassies in Brasilia, the capital of Brazil.  It is located on the shores of Lake Paranoá.  In Mexico it means leftovers,
crumbs. 

que es sili
It stands for integrated intelligent reading system. They promise a quick reading system, which could be read a
200-page book in 20 minutes, or an average of 10 pages per minute.

que es taimado
Taimado means person who works covertly.  Sly, ladino, towards, Fox, hypocritical, sneaky, cunning.

que es tensidad
It is the same as voltage. Ability to withstand stretching. A body's resistance to stretch and not break.

que es tetracampeon
The correct term is tetrachampion, with tilde .  It means he's won a championship four times.  He has been a four-time
champion (not necessarily consecutive).  It has achieved 4 equal titles and porta 4 stars.

que es tipluda
In Colombia you can have two meanings.  One is that it has the thin, soft or delicate voice.  It can also mean body
molding and with good curves, aguitarrado.  Curvy body, such as a treble.  It seems a tiple or sounding like a tiple.



que es tortol
What wireles is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Wireles" being its meaning:<br>It is the name of a Belgian
23-year football player playing midfielder, his full name is Wireles Lumanza Lembi It currently plays in Norway.

que es trufula
What trufula is incorrectly written and should be written as "Trufula" as meaning:<br>The correct term is trufula or trufula
tree. It means real tree, real tree, natural or live tree. Only real tree in the unreal world of plastic in 3D by 34 computer
animation; Lorax ".

que es turambul
Native to the plateau or depression of Turan, in Mongolia, between the Amur-Darya and Syr-Darya rivers. Mongolian.
Hun. Originally from Turan (Tuvan R.R.. In Turkish it means salt. Also used as a synonym for dazed. Crazy. Orate.
Desjuiciado.

que es tusa
In Colombia we say tusa to the inedible heart of the cob after degreasing.  Also tusa is a disappointment, a
disappointment, disaspect, grief, sadness, nostalgia.  Painful period of lovers after a breakup or separation.  Tapetusa is
squeaky, brandy made of contraband.  In Chile neck or nape of the horse.  

que es un baltri
It means bad experience, a fact that was not pleasant or not want to remember.  Something to forget.  It is a misuse in
Spanish of the speech in English "bad trip".  It is used in the Caribbean.

que es un chirrete
In Colombia and especially the environment paisa is a person of very bad taste, ordinary to speak and who does not
know to dress properly. Quirky, ordinary, rough, vulgar.

que es un macroecosistema
Ecology is a large ecosystem. Supraecosistema. Very complex ecosystem or biodiversity.

que es un microorganismo
It is a very small living organism, to such an extent we need a microscope to see it.

que es un programa de resa
It is the network of food safety, which the Colombian Government established to ensure improved access and food
consumption by families of the Sector of the Social Inclusion and reconciliation program. It is for victims and displaced
people in the armed conflict that is ending.

que es un rompimiento
It may be break or end of a love affair.  Action break or shatter.

que es un tomatodo
It is another name that is known to the turra or pirinola. Put a game where gets to turn the pirinola and according to the
side that is exposed over is the score obtained by the player goes from all to all outlet. It usually has 6 faces.



que es una camionada
It is a very informal measure of capacity. In Colombia refers to the quantity of products that fit in the body of a 40-truck
bulk; it can be grains or fruits in bulk ). It can also be for other things or materials such as paper, metals, etc. In Mexico a
truckload is a reference to the total quota for a bus or a bus ( in Mexico they say trucks ). Capacity, capacity ( referring to
the truck 41.

que es una cita textual
It is the exact text transcript, as found in a document. Quote is the exact copy of a paragraph in a text or document.

que es una etnia
A group of people who have the same race, culture and language.  In Greek means people, nation.

que es una meta
In Colombia we use it as synonymous with objective, purpose, aim, in several sports outfit is goal, goal, Archer, Porter
stripe.  It also means end, term, end, finish, culmination, arrival.  Usually white stripe indicating the final competition site. 
It is used in almost every sporting activity.  Raya.

que es wasi
It is not the Spanish language, but quechua language word. House, building, room, home, home

que es yergue
It is an inflection of stand or stand up.  It means stand up, stand up, rise up, bask is, conceited, boast.

que es zangarria
It means giving many laps when he dances.  It spins and jumps like crazy.  Zangarria is also a way to call a jumper and
big spin.

que exigian los estudiantes del68
Among other things: remove the consumer society, controlling the rural exodus, end the war, improvement in wages and
reduction in unemployment especially for the young people who were the most affected in all aspects.

que maricada
In the language colloquial Colombian means triviality, rubbish, pendejada insignificant thing, of little value or
unimportant.  Little significant activity that takes place with displeasure or reluctantly.

que reformulacion
that reformulation is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Reformulation" being its meaning:<br>It is the action
performed by a physician change the dosage of a drug according to the evolution of the patient. The term reformulation
for the change of formula or dosage for an agrochemical or a pesticide application is also valid.

que se cocobolo en panamá
In Panama it is called cocobolo to a fine and hard wooden tree.  Elsewhere it is known as caviuna, cocobolo prieto,
funeram, granadillo, námbar, namba, rosewood, black stick, urauna.  In Nicaragua they call it palosanto.  It belongs to
the fabaceae family and its scientific name is Dalbergia retusa .



que se el pingullo
In several Andean countries, it is a small knotless bamboo flute, used by the indigenous people of southern Colombia,
Ecuador, Peru and Bolivia.

que se ignifica chopin
Chopin is the surname of a great Polish musician whose full name is Federico Francisco Chopín.  Federico Chopin was
married to George Sand, the baroness of Dudevant.

que se ignifica disernir
The correct term is to discern.  Then differentiate, differentiate, judge, qualify, choosing, appreciate, recognize, rating,
reward.

que se ignifica la palabra satanizados
It is an inflection of demonizing.  It means converting or qualify anything demonic or evil without actually being one.  To
believe that something that happens is generated by the devil.

que se ignofica pelle
Pelle means bad, it does not meet the necessary specifications, harmful, harmful, harmful, dangerous, nefarious.

que se ingnifica troja en mexico
A troja is a supporting, an interlocking built by pickets or Palisades of wood and reeds, used to protect some food items.
Its purpose is to keep the plant upright and avoid the fruits to touch the floor, so that fruit can hang, and make more
effective growth. This fence is used in Colombia and Venezuela. It is widely used for corn and beans. In Mexico is the
place where the harvest of a milpa is carried.

que se inifica harte
It is an inflection of a lot or a lot, that Colombia also says jartar or jartar is.  Means filled with food, saturate it, hastiar is,
fill, stuffing is, colmar, cloying, prevent, saturate, tiring, annoy, disturb. In Colombia a lot, or jartar, also means drinking
too much to fall out of the jinchera ( drunkenness, scratch or pea ).

que se nigficas holis
I think they're trying to ask for Holis.  If so, it's plural of holly or holi.  Holi, Holly or Holis is a common way of calling in
Colombia to the Pyracantha coccinea shrub of the family Rosaceae.  It is also known as Mortiño.  Its fruits are edible for
birds.

que se significa dignisimo
It means worthy is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 worthy; should be 41 tilde;" being its meaning:<br>It is
a superlative of worth. Very worthy. It is a form of highly respectful treatment towards a high prelate or a high 40
representative; An Archbishop, a Bishop, the Pope, a cardinal or a President 41. It is the same as excellence or his
Excellency.

que se significa tahua en el diccionario de quechua
that meant tahua on the quechua dictionary is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Tahua; pronounced tawa
)" being its meaning:<br>Means four, almost always refers to the four cardinal points.



que se unifica cobacha
that unifying garden5 is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Covacha" being its meaning:<br>The correct word
is Covacha. It is a derogatory way of designating a cave. In Colombia we say covacha to a house built with waste and
poor quality materials. Very dirty and disorderly house. Tugurial, shack.

que seinifica temerario
Daredevil has many synonyms: brave, bold, bold, risky, daring, bold, released, unfounded, precipitated, attacked,
endeavoured, thoughtless, careless, inconsiderate.  It means that you don't feel fear, does not feel fear, which is not a
coward.

que sicnifica acaudillada
Acaudillada means championed, directed, commanded, led, led, instructed, guided, driven.

que sicnifica coro
It is the name of a Venezuelan city, capital of the State of Miranda.  In music, vocal group.  Coral.  A group of people
who speak or sing in unison.

que significa !voy pal brete¡
" I'm going palbrete " You can have several meanings. The first is to say that it is in free-fall, stumble on stumble,
bankrupt ( most vulgar form it says go ass tight pal ). It can also mean being for corral, who stopped going to jail and
also said " voy pal coso " or " voy pal pot " Finally it may mean that it will submit to the derision and the juuzgamiento of
others, it is almost like saying " voy pal hell ". Brete in Colombia is a small pen or passage where is passed the livestock
to bathe it, get it, mark it or just to ship it.

que significa &#34;buhardilla&#34;
It is a room that is not used very often, room reservation.  Space that is located in the upper part of a House, the sloping
roof and serving room.   roof window protruding vertically on a roof.  Loft, mezzanine, tabuco, mezzanine, sobrado,

que significa anades
It means ducks.  It can also mean pisingos.  Waterfowl.  Birds belonging to the genus Anas .  Birds belonging to the
family Anatidae .

que significa antropogonicos
What antropogonicos is incorrectly written and should be written as "Antropogónicos" as meaning:<br>It is the series of
myths, stories and legends which deal with the origins of man as a species. In some cases they intermingle with the
different religious trends.

que significa apacible
Inspired by peace.  It means calm, quiet, sweet, placid, pleasant, docile, gentle, benevolent.

que significa apenas tocaban el suelo
People who feel superior to others.  People with greater pretensions than they really are, Vanidosos, believed, cocky. 
That it levitaban.  Oligarchs, aristocrats, bourgeois.

que significa asno silvestre



Wild ass is the definition of hemion or onagro.  It is a class of equine similar to the domestic ass that exists in the
steppes of Asia, but has a larger head, is larger and is a little more robust.

que significa avizoraba en el texto
He looked forward, is an inflection of foresee.  It means watch, glimpse, glimpse, see, watch, observe, notice, glimpse,
discover.

que significa barzal
In Colombia and especially in the Eastern Plains, it means thicket, stubble, weeds, barza, iame rastrojero.  Neglected
land and uncultivated, mount.  In Villavicencio, Colombia, is the name of a neighborhood.

que significa behemot
Behemoth, behemoth, bahanuth, or begimo, is the name of a beast or monster that is described in the book of Job, in
the Holy Bible.  By extension be big and powerful, very strong.  It can be associated with a hippopotamus or a rhino.

que significa bolivones
It is a rude and disrespectful way to treat Bolivians. Is used mostly by residents of the Southern Cone of South America (
Chile and Argentina ).

que significa bufeos
It is the plural of bufeo.  Colombia is one of the common forms of calling a tonina, bofo, pink dolphin or freshwater
dolphin.  Its scientific name is Inia geoffrensis and belongs to the Iniidae family.

que significa caer enfermo
Be a victim of some sort of medical condition that makes you stay home. Disabled, sick, suffering from any medical
condition that prevents him from working.

que significa cansina
It is the feminine of Cansino. It means slow, shuffling, carefree. It also means tired, boring, fastidiada, annoying, weak.

que significa cedral
Cedral is the name given to a forest which has cedar trees.  In Colombia there is wide variety of cedar trees including
Cedar Walnut ( Juglans neotropica ) , 40 pink Cedar; Cedrella montana ) and 40 Yellow Cedar; Pseudosamanea
guachapele ).  They are very fine wood trees.

que significa chapeta
Chapeta in Colombia means that it has the red cheeks, blushing. It also means that it is a woman who is alicorada,
drunk, drunk, alcoholic. It is the feminine of Chapeto.

que significa cheo
CHEO is the acronym in English of Children '' s Hospital of Eastern Ontario ( Ontario 41 East Pediatric Hospital; CHEO
is a familial form of call people called Josef or Joselo. They also tell them Cheito.

que significa chirisiqui



It means naked child in quechua.   " Chiri " It is cold and " siqui " It's buttock, tail, tail gluto, poto. Colloquially in Colombia
we say, I'm as the tail of the baby Jesus or chirisiqui, to denote that we are without money, we also say I'm not a rucano.
Bare.

que significa chispudo
In Colombia it means that it has a spark, that it has a good mood.  That it has grace and joy.  That amuses.  He makes
you laugh with his stories.  jokes and jokes.  Witty, prankster, funny, comical, funny, funny. 

que significa cigua
The chat, also known as the Cigua Palmera is a very common suboscine bird in the Dominican Republic and Haiti. It is
the only species of the family Dulidae, its scientific name is Dulus dominicus. It is endemic to the island of Hispaniola...

que significa cigua
The chat, also known as the Cigua Palmera is a very common suboscine bird in the Dominican Republic and Haiti. It is
the only species of the family Dulidae, its scientific name is Dulus dominicus. It is endemic to the island of Hispaniola...

que significa consaangrante
What consaangrante is incorrectly written and should be written as "Consagrante" as meaning:<br>The correct term is
consagrante. Person making the consecration, priest who celebrated the mass. Person performing an activity with
utmost dedication, efficiency and enthusiasm ( consecrated ).

que significa conurbacion
Conurbation is the process of integral development of a city region. This occurs because the growth accelerated from
large cities that are absorbing villages and hamlets near, to form a large metropolis within a short time. An example is
clear Bogota, because long ago it had to append to Fontibón, Engativá, Usme, Usaquén, Suba and Bosa. Today is
devoted to append to Chia, Cota, Funza, Mosquera and Sopo. These nearby municipalities must agree on a
development that will facilitate the annexation in the shortest possible time. The process of conurbation is the
coordinated urban development of a large city and its nearby municipalities. These urban developments of all is what is
called conurbation.

que significa cunbiyi
Corresponds to a code from models and spare parts in the Nissan brand cars.

que significa dehesa
Field dedicated to the agrosilvopastoril activity.  Field dedicated to forestry, agricultural and livestock activities in a
holistic manner.  Field, era, grassland, meadow, mountain, coto.

que significa desesperadamente
Desperately, with much despair. Acting with much impatience, with mistrust, with suspicion, with effort, with anguish,
with fear.

que significa despelote
In Colombia it means chaos, anarchy, mess, bewilderment, disorganization, slob, disorder, bloating, despisming.

que significa disenso



Reason or circumstance that makes for two different or opposing views.  It means disagreement, disagreement,
divergence, disagreement, difference, discord, dispute, opposition.

que significa doministiku
It is not a word the Spanish but the Basque language. It means sneezing.

que significa el garrobo
What iguana is incorrectly written and should be written as Malula being its meaning:<br>It is one of the common names
given to a kind of iguanido also known as striped Iguana, its scientific name is Ctenosaura similis and belongs to the
family Iguanidae.  It can measure up to 1, 30 m and is very fast.  It is located between Mexico and Colombia.

que significa el prefijo isco
Isco, ischemia, or ischium prefixes are used in medicine and want to say retain, stop, reduce, diminish.

que significa emisario
Person sent to deliver a message, Messenger.  Person in charge of mediating pro one of the parties to a conflict. 
Mediator.  Culture wayuu on Colombia is the same culture.  Sent, representative, delegate, Ambassador, parliamentary.

que significa enhiesto
It means upright, straight, erect, upright, rigid, raised, stiff, hoisting, peaked.

que significa equi
It is a Latin prefix meaning equal. It is synonymous with the Greek prefix Iso.

que significa especimen
It means unit, sample, individual, model or example.  A specimen is a biological element that gathers the specific
characteristics of a species, which is a model, or sample.  Which is representative of a biological species.

que significa esplendida
The correct term is splendid (tilde).  It means splendid, magnificent, wonderful, Super, regia, superb, generous, loose,
pretty, cute.

que significa estar entudado
It means to be entudado is incorrectly written and should be written as"entusado." being its meaning:<br>I think that
they sought to ask to be entusado. First that everything in Colombia say tusa to corn cob herringbone after shelling. In
Colombia being entusado means to be in mourning for a heartbreak, painful stage of a breakup, enguayabado.
Nostalgia generated by a betrayal. Longing for love, melancholy, sadness, grief, evocation homesickness. Loneliness,
grief.

que significa estar entudado
It means to be entudado is incorrectly written and should be written as"entusado" being its meaning:<br>In Colombia are
synonymous and perhaps the most used: jilted and disheartened. Sore heart.

que significa eterosexsua



What eterosexsua is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Heterosexual" being its meaning:<br>The correct term
is heterosexual.  It refers to the person that their sexual preferences are directed to persons of opposite sex or opposite
sex.

que significa fachera
Photogenic person.  Person who likes to show it well: well dressed and in good pose.  Model.  That cares about its good
presentation.  Person of catalog, magazine or figurine.  A person who maintains good image.

que significa froyo?
It is short for Frozen Yogurt, i.e. frozen yogurt.  Low-fat frozen yogurt.  Name of the sixth version of Android. 

que significa gimiente
A person who complains, emitting groans.  That complains much, complaining, howling, sobbing, plaintive, high-pitched,
weeping, ganon.

que significa global
It means universal, total, complete, general.  Relative to the globe or planet earth.

que significa guebon
What guebon is incorrectly written and should be written as "Güevón" as meaning:<br>The correct term is guevon. It is a
very widely used Chile mantra, repeated in almost every daily conversation. In Colombia means pendejo, bobo, stupid,
inattentive, uninformed, ignorant.

que significa hematicas
The correct term is hematic, with tilde.  It means about blood.  of blood.

que significa hemerográfico
It is with regard to the study or analysis and the description of the journalistic material. It is one of the branches of the
Sciences of communication which collects the information from the salient features of various journalistic publications.
Publications fact sheets.

que significa hispanomia
It means that it comes from 40 Hispania; Spain ) originally from Spain. Iberian. Hispanic.

que significa infatuado y sinonimo
It means affected or possessed by an irrational emotional passion.  Excessive infatuation, lemerencia.  In Colombia we
say swallowed, obnubilado.  It is also a synonym of endiosado.  Inflection of infautar or infautarse.

que significa invicto
Period in which a team or an athlete do not suffer losses. Invulnerado.

que significa irradial
It means that you spread its light in all directions.  That radiates.  Issue, emanate, fire, glow, flashing, fulgurar



que significa la angostura
It means the width of a garment, measured through in dressmaking.  Narrow, weak, tight, tight, low reduction.

que significa la expresion cambiar de disco
the expression " change the disc " It means that it is must change the discourse, which is already obsolete what is
thought or said. Upgrade, changes.

que significa la palabra esmorga
It is a word of Galician origin that means revelry, feasting, farra.  Excess party. 

que significa la palabra guarandeño
that means the guarandeno Word is incorrectly written and should be written as "Guarandeño." being its meaning:<br>It
is the adjective for people born in Guaranda. Guaranda is a municipality of Colombia in the Department of Sucre, on the
Atlantic coast. There is also San Pedro de Guaranda or single Guaranda in Ecuador province of Bolivar.

que significa la palabra indigente
You want to tell that you person what hardship or needs, which lacks resources to feed or to survive.  Poor, needy,
miserable.

que significa la palabra maloza
that means the word maloza is incorrectly written and should be written as "Maloza" as meaning:<br>Maloza is a French
town located in the Department of Isère, whose capital is Grenoble and nearby Saint Cassien and Leardieres.

que significa la palabra puquiales
They are the names that indigenous grasses and in general in the South of Colombia called water births. They go and
do rituals to keep the streams of water. It is the same as manas or springs. They are usually located in stopping them.

que significa liminarmente?
Formal to say by way of introduction or input.  As home or initially.  The word is derived from lete which means entry,
home, door or threshold.

que significa malitagua
The malitagua or Tagua is the same Palm Phytelephas macrocarpa, that grows in the tropical rainforests of the Pacific,
especially in Panama, Colombia and Ecuador.  Its wood is tough, but most used is its nut.  They are used to make
handicrafts.

que significa marmor
What marmor is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Marmor" being its meaning:<br>It is a business group of
Morelia, dedicated to journalism and audiovisual arts, in the State of Michoacan, Mexico.andrei Marmor, is the
pseudonym of the israeli Professor from Cornell University in philosophy and law, Jacob Gould Schurman.

que significa molcajetes
Plural of molcajete .  It's a word of Nahuatl origin.  It is the same as batters, squeaks, mortars, mar martajeras, clay
bowls, pots to make chirmole.  They are cooking artifacts to make sauces or macerate grains.  This term is used in
Mexico.



que significa nanita
It is the diminutive form of Nana.  It means baby nanny, nanny.  In Colombia, especially in Norte de Santander is a form
of call Granny, they also say nonita.  Caregiver, nurse, nurse, nurse, Kangaroo, chacha, maiden.  Lullaby song.

que significa ñero
In Nero or Nera Colombia is living in condition of street person. Bad disposable called, term which we want to eradicate.
In Mexico is a vulgar, crude, poorly spoken, uneducated, uncultured.

que significa osivoro
It means eating bones, which can digest bones.

que significa paico
The word is of Quechua origin ( payqu ) and means that it smells ugly.  It is one of the common names of a very
aromatic plant that is used as a seasoning and has medicinal uses as a purgative.  It is also called epazote, acahualillo,
holy grass, weed, ragweed or milpa tea.  Its scientific name is Dysphania ambrosioides and belongs to the
Amaranthaceae family.

que significa pajarrillo
The right thing to do is little bird.  It is a diminutive of bird.  Small bird .  In Colombia, and especially in the Eastern
Plains, it is a type of llanera music with a characteristic beat. 

que significa papelerillos
It is a derogatory and discriminatory way that is called the children who are vendors of press. Smaller sellers of
newspapers. In Colombia also said so to persons which distribute flyers or leaflets of propaganda in the street. Card
holders.

que significa pálida
Mean discolored, pale, yellowish, demacrada, who has lost colors.  Yellow card, in a colloquial way.

que significa petente
It means the one who asks or requests, the one who makes a request or request.  Petitioner

que significa pluricultural
Multicultural is synonymous with multicultural. It means that there is influence from several different cultures in a given
territory. There are communities that come from different parties and living in the same space, this also is multiethnic
and multiracial.

que significa policarbonato
They are polymers, which have United functional groups of carbonate in a long molecular chain. They are characterized
by being easy to work and shape. They are thermoplastic. and wide use in manufacturing today.

que significa pontificia
Everything related to the Roman Pontiff, or Holy Father, also called Pope. In this term fit all their bulls, encyclicals,
mandates, doctrines, or guidelines for the Catholic Church. Some universities receive this honorary title through an
express mandate from the Vatican.



que significa posclasico
It is the name given to the last period of independent development of Mesoamerican civilization ( before the arrival of the
Spaniards, ) Fifth archaeological period in which divides the prehistory of America.

que significa profeco
In Mexico is an official unit of the Ministry of the economy, which is called Procuraduría Federal del Consumidor.  In
Colombia

que significa proximo pasado
The correct term is "near past", as next always takes a tilde.  It means recent past, which recently took place, that it just
happened.  Recent done.

que significa puds en español
It is a word in Danish which means plaster.

que significa puna
It is the name of a region or better ecoregion of the Central Andes, which corresponds to a high plateau with typical
vegetation of pasture and grasses.  It extends from Peru to northern Argentina and Chile.  It is also called tundra high
Andes.  In language Quechua Puna means high land, land of height and is the name of altitude sickness, evil of the
puna, which is the same altitude sickness.

que significa putona
It is a way of saying puta, putorra, prostituta, meretriz, harlot, spirited, public woman.

que significa repulsiva
Means that it produces disgust, repulsion.  Filthy, disgusting, unpleasant.

que significa senato
It is a word in Italian language means Senate.

que significa soñar con buhos
what it means to dream of owls is incorrectly written and should be written as "Owls" being its meaning:<br>It means
that you are very thoughtful and analytical of the situation that exists today.  This way of acting will allow you to choose
the best option and reach safe harbour.  That he is acting well.

que significa soñar con chayotes sin espinas
You're going to have a pleasant and smooth season. Chayotes are the same ALE, Pope's poor or guatilas. Its scientific
name is Sechium edule or Sechium americanum, belongs to the family of Cucurbitaceae. It is a climbing plant.

que significa soñar con un metate
The metate is a stone mortar used in Mexico and Central America to crush grains. Breaker, macerator, mortar. They say
the little hands that dream with a metate is prelude to family problems or setbacks at work. It comes from the Nahuatl
Metatl Word.



que significa thael
It is a name of Hebrew origin and means sent by God, blessed by God.  "God sent it."  Name of an exreina and
Colombian model.

que significa tula en colombia
Tula in Colombia is synonymous with suitcase, Briefcase, bag to load clothes. More widespread use is the bag that used
athletes to load their sports equipment. We also say tula to the cargamaletas that goes on top of a car. Some people
use the word to mean belly, belly. Suitcase of athletes.

que significa una persona tibia
Person that belligerence is missing.  Characterized by no claim vehemently the things.  He is not impulsive, impetuous
and passionate.

que significa urbanísticos y edilicios
Everything is that has to do works or municipal activities, construction and urban development. Everything to do with the
town councillors.

que significa urupé
It is a way of calling an edible fungus, mushroom or mushrooms in Brazil.  Cogumelo.

que significa vagarosa
It refers to that vague, walks or flies stumbling.  Flight of the butterfly that goes up and down.  Changes of course or
direction with ease.  It is also synonymous with leisurely, slow, lazy.

que significa vetusto
It is very old, ancient, outdated. It is also used to designate something that is no longer used or is badly damaged. Gone
out of fashion.

que significa wang
It is a most common Chinese surname since 2007.  Means King.  Despite being a common surname, there is familiarity
between many of them.

que significa zoomorfas
It means that they have animal shapes.  Figures that represent animals.

que significar pesidir duelo
mean pesidir duel is incorrectly written, and it should be written as "Presiding over duel." being its meaning:<br>I think
that they ask for presiding over duel. It means directing a few commemorative ceremonies in memory of someone
important who has died.

que signiica roeh
Roh, is a word of Hebrew origin meaning seer.  It means he sees or predicts the future.

que signijica jhonnatan



It is one of the variants of the male name Juan.  Jhonathan.  It is of Hebrew and Biblical origin. 

que singnifica sobreesdrujula
like sobreesdrujula is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Sobreesdrújula" being its meaning:<br>Applied to
the word whose prosodic stress is loaded into the trasantepunultima syllable ( the fourth back forward in 41 short;.
Always dials the tilde. Generally these are imperatives.

que sinifica pertinaces
It is the plural of persistent. It means tough, strong, persistent, stubborn, stubborn, stubborn, obstinate, stubborn,
persistent, consistent, long-lasting, persevering.

que son las conanas
They are a hollowed stone that indigenous people use to macerate seeds or grains.  Mortars, macerations, crushers,
majators.

que son las retahias
The correct term is shreds.  You mean list, string, Litany, screed, series, Retajila, retreat.  Repeated and tired speech.

que son los paños de gualaceo
They are typical fabrics of an Ecuadorian city called Gualaceo (There is also a river, a canton and a region with that
name).  The fabric is thick and sturdy, special for work.  The word gualaceo means still water or calm water. 

que tiene gravido
having gravido is incorrectly written and should be written as "Gravido. Gravid."being its meaning:<br>It means that it
has weight, which is heavy, which is affected by gravity. In the case of a woman is to be pregnant, pregnant, pregnancy,
pregnant.

quebrachal
It is a forest where the quebracho tree abounds.  In Colombia we say quebracho several trees of the family Sapotaceae
(Pouteria genera and Chrysophylum) and the family Elaeocarpaceae (genus Sloanea).  Also called to these trees,
caimito, agai or huesillo.  In Argentina say quebracho to another tree, of the family Anacardiaceae, whose scientific
name is Schinopsis balansae.

quebrachos
Plural of break.  In Colombia it is the name of two trees of the family Sapotaceae.  One belongs to the genus Pouteria
and the other to the genus Chrysophyllum.  They are hard and heavy wood and their fruits are edible.  .  It is the name of
two Uruguayan towns, which remain in the Departments of Cerro Largo and Paysandú.  There is also another one in
Argentina in the province of Entre Ríos.  In Argentina they also call a break to some trees of the genus Schinopsis
(species S .  balansae and S.  Lorentzii ) and include the Anacardiaceae family.

quebrada
In Colombia it means glen, stream, small and stony stream.  It can also mean hollow, ravine, channel, gorge, trough. 
Inflection of breaking or breaking which means splitting, breaking, splitting.  It means broken, fractional, split, cracked. 
Referred to the voice, speak in the midst of sobs. 



quebradas
Plural of quebrada .  It means broken , split .  In Colombia it is also a way of calling a glen or small stream of water. 
Inflection of breaking or breaking, which means breaking, splitting, cracking. 

quebradeño
It is an inhabitant of those born in the municipalities of Dosquebradas or Quebrada Seca, in Colombia. It is the name of
a Bolivian song ( Carnavalito ).

quebrado
It means party, fractional or also that is illiquid in bankruptcy.  In mathematics, fractional, numeric representation of a
fraction or part of a unit.  Inflection of break or shatter.

quebrador
In Colombia and especially in the Valley, conqueror, dandy, man who conquers women with ease, gallinazo, womanizer,
coquettish, galan.

quebradura
It means crack, cracking, fracture, slit, slit, slit, raja.  It is also a Gorge or ravine.

quebrantahuesos
It is one of the common names of various plants.  A the Digitalis obscura, of the family Scrophulariaceae, commonly
called black Foxglove, digitalia black or editing.  They also tell him bearded tomentosa mercury plant of the Family
Euphorbiaceae, which is known as horehound, carra, Blanquette wort Santa Quiteria.  The two plants tend to be toxic. 
In Spain there is also another plant called bearded vulture, is the Cistus albidus, of the family Cistaceae.  Known by
other common names: jara, white jera, estepilla, bast, juagarzo, creosote Bush.  There is a bird osteofaga (that eats
bones) which also called bearded vulture, Gypaetus species barbatus, of the family Accipitridae.  It is also known as
bearded vulture.  In America we say also bearded vulture or fever bearded vulture to dengue or tumbadora, disease
transmitted by the Aedes aegypti.

quebranto
In Colombia it means discomfort, ailment, achaque, disease, lasitude.  Condition or health condition .

quebrar
It means splitting, breaking, slashing, smashing, transgressing, twisting, bending.  It can also mean reaching ruin,
ruining, failing, sinking, shipwreck.  Regarding the voice, it is to be broadcast choppy by crying.

quechán
It is one of the common names for a bird of the South American Southern Cone.  Its scientific name is Carduelis barbata
and family Fringillidae.  Other common names: Black-headed, chiriwe, chirihue, yellow-Finch of black beard, bearded
lugano.

queche
It is a type of sailboat or small boat.  You can have a single stick or mast or two, one larger than the other.  Its sails are
triangular and used in the Northern European Seas. 



queches
Plural queche .  It is a type of sailing vessel used in the North Seas.  Small sailboat with two masts. 

quechi
In Peru it means attacking physically.  Paste attack, clubbing, punish, beat up, thrash.  Quekchi or kekchi (with the k in
the half), is the name of an indigenous people and their dialect in Guatemala, they are of Mayan origin.  Quechi, is also
the name of a Spanish company dedicated to the construction of buildings.

quechultenango
quechultenango is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Quechultenango; is proper name )" being its
meaning:<br>The correct term is Quechultenango.  This name is formed from the words of Nahuatl Quechutl which
means beautiful, tenantli which means walls &amp; co which means place.  It means place of beautiful walls.  It is the
name of a Mexican municipality in the State of Guerrero.

queco
In Spain he is the nickname of a singer of Andalusian origin, named Manuel Ruíz.  It is also a way of calling the gecko or
perequén ( Family Gekkonidae).  It is also the name of a doll-like drawing or sucker.  In Argentina it means brothel or
brothel.   .

quecto-
It is another prefix recently adopted by the International System, along with Quetta and Ronna for multiples and quecto
and ronto for submultiples.  They are represented as follows: Queta as Q, Ronna as R, Quecto as q and ronto as r.  In
this case that - means or indicates a factor of 10-30 (one quintillion th, on the Long Scale) and is used for submultiples
or infinitely small parts.  It is an the preceding 1 of 30 zeros.  Quecto (symbol q) is a prefix adopted by Sistema
Internacional in 2022.  It is clarified that in the Short Scale used by Spanish-speaking countries the quecto would be
called 1 Nonillonésimo (because our system uses 3 zeros less) 

quedada
In Colombia spinster woman.  Elderly woman who are not married.  Colloquially said that train (Meetup) left her.

quedar
It means reaching a final or definitive state.  In Colombia it can also mean agreeing, agreeing.  Remain in a state or
condition despite events that may produce alterations.  maintain the condition, remain.  In some regions it is also very
low speaking. 

quedar como el gallo de morón
I think that the meaning is plucked and defeated. It lost money and even clothing.

quedar con los crespos hechos
In Colombia it is a colloquial way of meaning that all preparations to achieve a goal were lost.  That everything proved
useless and they didn't get what they wanted.  There is also a variant "get started" or also "became clothed and
troubled".

quedar en berlina
It is a wait long and tiresome, as for example the opinion of doctors is expected after surgery. Be uneasy. Also is staying
still long in one place, and still, which is very tiring and uncomfortable. In Colombia we were saying saloon car type



sedan that was used as a taxi. Currently there is an intercity bus company that has that name, ( Sedans of the 41
Fonce;. Stay in berlina means, be on tenterhooks, awaiting an outcome, discomfort.

quedar exhausto
It means being exhausted, without strength.   Being exhausted, surrendered, fatigued.  Very tired, very tired. 

quedar frito
In Colombia it is a popular expression used to mean that it becomes unfit to act, that there is nothing to do anymore, that
evil is hopeless.  Nothing to do, no way.

quedar picado
In Colombia "be chopped" or "be burned" is a way of expressing that a person has been very offended by anything
negative that happened with another.  That saves you grudge, going to seek revenge or vengeance.  In sporty
appearance mean that it hurt much a defeat.  Hurt, with a thirst for revenge.

quedarse frito
It is an expression used in Colombia which means run out of options for action, no can do anything, be paralyzed.

quedarselo
The correct term is to keep it, with tilde.  It means keep it or keep it.  Hide it or hide it.

quedo
It means soft, leisurely, low.  It is also an inflection to remain, which means to stay, to stand, to stop.  It is also the name
of a municipality in Spain, in the Province of Toledo. 

quee significa milenio
Millennium is a period of a thousand years. Cycle of thousand years or equivalent to 10 centuries.

queen
It's an English language word meaning queen. 

queilitis
Cheilitis or better yet angular Cheilitis is an inflammatory lesion or cracking in the corner of the mouth usually caused by
accumulation of saliba and emergence of organisms.

queilo
It is a word of latin which means lip. The Cheiloplasty is surgery to correct severe lesions on the lips or to embellish
them. Cheilosis: Disorder of the lips and mouth which is characterized by the formation of flakes and cracks due to a diet
deficient in riboflavin ( vitamin B2 ).

quejarse
It means lamenting, throwing moans, lament, whining, sobbing, crying.  It also means protesting, reproaching,
reclaiming, censoring.



quejetas
In Colombia quejetas or acusetas, he is a person who puts many complaints.  Complaining, ayayero.  It is a way of
being of people, characterized by negativism or pesimiamo.  very negative or pessimistic person.

quejica
It means person who complains.  Person who protests everything and most of the time without justification. 
Complaining, complaining, complaining, whining. 

quejigos
They are similar to Oaks trees.  It is Quercus faginea.  Also they say robles and specifically Valencian oak.  It is the
family Fagaceae.

quejío
Vulgarism by whining.  It is popular for use in the Oruiental Plains of Colombia. 

quejoso
Complaining person.  Person who files a complaint or grievance.  Whiny, weeping, complaining, complaining, mourning. 

quejoso jurídicamente hablando
A person who files a complaint or who filed a complaint.

quelalla
Quelalla or better quellayay is a quechua word which means scar, heal. mark that it is to heal a wound. Quelachay is
also used. Mark, signal.

quelea
It means blood-billed weaver.  In German they are called Blutschnabelweber and in English bloodbeak bird or blood
Peak Weaver .  It is perhaps the largest bird in the world.  They are considered a pest and are found in sub-Saharan
Africa.

queleton
The correct term is skeleton .  It is a sport of the Winter Olympics, consisting of sledding in the mode of simple sled or
simple sled.  The athlete slides, placing his chest on the sled.

quelite
It is a name given to him by Mexicans to plant Ipomoea family Convolvulvaceae dumosa.  Amaranth, xonegui, chonegui,
choneque.

quemon
The correct term is quemon (with accent).  In Colombia is a synonym of burn.  Effect of fire or the Sun on the skin.

quemonazo
In Colombia, it is an augmentative of quemon.  It means strong burn but small extension, which can be in third grade.  It
can occur by touching a match or a cigarette tip.  It can also be produced by an electric spark or a residue of solder



jump.

quemos
It was the name of the national God of the Moabites.  Some texts also consider him a god of the Ammonites. 

quena
It is a type of flute of Andean origin, used by South American Indians.  It is manufactured with coverings of canna and
they have several holes that a release or cover with your fingers can sing beautiful melodies.  Comes from the quechua
Word qina name.

quenepa
It's another way to call the sucker in Puerto Rico and Mexico.  It is the name of a tree and its fruits.  The scientific name
of the tree is Melicoccus bijugatus and belongs to the family Sapindaceae.  It is also known as mamón, anoncillo, mojón,
huaya, maco, cojoncillo, suckling, gualo, mamalón, suckers, guelines, guayo, lemongrass.

quenótico
It means that it does not cling, that it does not cling or does not adhere.  Very advanced state of spirituality. 
Anoonadamiento, emptiness, detachment, disaffection, abandonment of the soul, before the will of God.  You can also
use Kenotic. 

quento
Name of a brand of snacks in Argentina.  Brand of snacks .  Name of a door factory in Rosario, Argentina.  Name of a
Chilean beach.  It is on the Island of Chiloé.  Surname of Filipino origin. 

queñe
Queñe is a Chilean town that belongs to the Province of Choapa in the region of Coquimbo.  The Word is of Mapuche
origin and means black water or dark water.  It is a very suitable place for camping. 

quepe apasepes
quepe apasepes is incorrectly written and should be written as "Quepe hapacepes." being its meaning:<br>Quepe
apasepes is misspelled. They sought to write Quepe hapacepes being in gibberish language that you do.

queque
They're the same coconut paledonias.  In Colombia they are striped coconut biscuits and panela scraped and flavored
usually with cinnamon.  Coquitos or cokes.  They are also called kekis or kekes and many consider it an anglilicism by
Cake.  Many parts of the Caribbean are also prepared.  In Panama and Mexico it means tail, tail, butt, buttocks. 

quera
It means tired, annoying, heavy, annoying.  It also means to the north of Spain carcoma. 

quera-
It means horn, cornea, hard, rigid.  It's a Greek prefix.  There is also kerato, in the same sense. 

querandies



It means with fat, with fat, which is fat.  The word is of Guarani origin.  It is the name given to an Argentine aboriginal
people who lived in the Northeast of the pampas at the arrival of the conquistadors.  They disappeared until they were
almost extinct. 

queratinizante
Keratinizing is also used.  Product that is used cosmetically to soften or to recover the slab or dry.  It can be considered
as synonymous with moisturizer.  It can be used on the hair or to a lesser extent on the skin.

querato
It is a prefix of Greek origin, meaning cornea (part of the eye).  It is used in medicine and ophthalmology. 

quercetina
It is the name of a natural substance of the flavonol group and is found in high concentrations in the onion.  It means that
it is located or comes from the oak ( Quercus ).  It is the flavonoid that humans consume the most naturally.  It can be
found in high concentrations in apples, broccoli, grapes or tea.

quercetol
It is the name of a hemosstatic product.  It exists for human use and also for veterinary use.  This name is trade and
laboratory name SIEGFRIED RHEIN .  It can also be formulated as Etamsilate or Cyclonamine.  It is a substance of
plant origin, extracted from the barks of oak trees or genus Quercus. 

quercitrón
What you get from Quercus.  It is the name of a yellow dye obtained from the bark of a kind of oak (Quercus velutina). 
Product used in dry cleaning.

querella
In Colombia it means lawsuit, complaint, accusation before a judicial entity.  It means discord, dispute, confrontation. 
Fight, quarrel, lawsuit, stoneware.

queremba
In Mexico it means edible wild fruits.  They are very varied and very different preparations.  Capulín, strawberry, morita,
querembe.  Many are consumed raw and salty.  Almost everyone prepares sweets or jams.

querembas
Plural of queremba or keremba, which in the Guarani language means warrior. 

querendón
In Colombia, it means that he loves, loving, pechichon, loving.

querétaro
Queretaro is incorrectly written and it should be written as 40 Queretaro; own name ).  being its meaning:<br>The
correct term is 40 Querétaro; own name ).  It is the name of a State in Mexico and the capital city of the State, also
called Santiago de Querétaro.  According to Mexica different languages, have different meanings: in Purépecha means "
Place of pueblo grande " or " Place large crags ".  In the Nahuatl language, it means " Place the ball 34 game;.  Otomi is
" Place of stones " and Tarasco " Place ball 34 game;.



queri
In Chile means you want , it is more used to ask.  In Colombia it is a little bit of a dear or loved form.

querible
It means it's susceptible to being loved.  It can potentially be loved.  Which is dignius of affection. 

querido
Inflection of wanting which means to feel affection, to love.  It also means lover.  Beloved. 

querub
It is a term of Hebrew origin that means near, near, second or also bull.  Member of the second celestial choir, cherub. 
Angel child or in formation.  Celestial choir of cherubim and led by the serafines.  They are the heavenly beings in
charge of taking care of the entrance of the Garden of Eden. 

querubín
Angel of the Second Heavenly Choir.  An angel brimming with wisdom.  Guardian of the Glory of God.  It is a male name
of biblical origin. 

querulos
I think they're asking about querulous.  If so, it is a word of the English language that means whimpering or whining.

querusa
It means acting with dissimulation, cunning or mischief.  Acting or watching clandestinely, spying .  Look sideways. 

quesadilla
In Colombia and specifically it is a type of bread that has cheese and guava sandwich.  It can have round or square
shape and has arepa appearance.

quesignificaelgarrobo
The carob tree, is a Colombian village that remains in the Department of Casanare, near Yopal.  It is administratively a
Corregimiento.  The carob tree is the name of a tree in the family Fabaceae and is also known as guapinol or carob.

quesignificaestrabon
The right thing is Strabo, with tilde.  It was the name of a historian and geographer of the ancient Greece.  His most
notable work was "Geography".  A Lunar Crater and an asteroid were called on his behalf.

quesillo
In Colombia is a delight of cheese.  It is soft and fresh cheese.  Dessert of cheese typical of Tolima and Huila
departments.

queso
It is the name of a compact dairy derivative that is obtained by maturation of curd. 



quesos
Plural of cheese .  It is the name of a compact dairy derivative that is obtained by maturation of curd. 

quesote
Cheese augmentative.  Very large cheese. 

quesque
quesque is incorrectly written and should be written as "dial or dial." being its meaning:<br>It is a term widely used by
Colombian peasants, in the Centre of the country, notably the Cundiboyacense region. It is a deformation of dial or also
that dial. I have heard him in Colombia and Mexico.

quesudo
It means that it has plenty of cheese.  It can also refer to a rancid or annoying smell.  In a vulgar way, person obsessed
by sexual issues. 

quete
In Peru it is a package apocope.  It is used mostly to designate a stash or package of drugs, in the jargon of the
traffickers.  It is also a French language term meaning search.

quetta-
It is another prefix recently adopted by the International System, along with Quetta and Ronna for multiples and quecto
and ronto for submultiples.  They are represented as follows: Queta as Q, Ronna as R, Quecto as q and ronto as r.  In
this case Quetta means or indicates a factor of 10 (raised to 30 power) and is called a quintillion, in the Long Scale) and
is used for multiples or infinitely large parts.  It is a the 10 followed by 30 zeros.  Quetta (symbol Q) is a prefix adopted
by Sistema Internacional in 2022.  It is clarified that in the Short Scale used by Spanish-speaking countries the Quetta
would be called 1 Nonillon (because our system uses 3 zeros less). 

quetzalcoatl
Quetzalcoatl is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Quetzacoatl" being its meaning:<br>Quetzacoatl is a word
of Nahuatl of Quetza ( Beautiful ) and Coatl. ( Snake ). Beautiful snake. The most popular translation is " Snake
feathered ". Considered by many main God of Mesoamerican culture. God of life, light, wisdom, knowledge and fertility.
It was associated with Venus. It was also called Nahualpiltzintli, " Prince of the nahuales ".

quetzalli
It is a woman's name used since time immemorial by native and currently mostly in Mexico.  Its meaning is " the maiden
who is adorned with the sacred feathers of the quetzal ".

quevedos
In Spain it is a way of calling lenses or glasses of round or circular shape.  Eyeglasses.  glasses. 

qué sigbifica matar el ambre
which sigbifica kill the ambre is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Kill hunger." being its meaning:<br>" Kill the
hunger " It is synonymous with quench the hunger, calm hunger. Eat something light to complete fasting or abstinence.
Satiated.



qué significa antónimo
Antonym means which means the opposite of what you're wondering.  It has a completely opposite meaning.  Opposite,
opposite.

qué significa bee
mean bee is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Bee" being its meaning:<br>Bee is an Italian commune in the
province of Verbano-Cusio-Ossola, Piedmont region, with 751 inhabitants. In English means bee ( apis mellifera ).

quibdoseño
It means native of Quibdó, the capital city of the Department of Chocó in Colombia.  Natural or related to Quibdó .  He
lives in Quibdó. 

quiche
In Colombia it is the common name of a parasitic plant.  It belongs to the Bromeliaceae family.  Its maximum ecological
importance derives from the fact that it is a great accumulator of water.   Thistle.  A quiche can also be a type of cake in
gastronomy.  Cake of French origin. 

quichicientos
In Colombia it means a lot, many, an indeterminate amount, but high.  Enough. 

quicio
It means sanity, wisdom, balance.  It is also a way to call the vertical part of a door or window, where the hinges go that
allow the turn to open them.

quicuyo
Quicuyo, kikuyo, thick grass, African grass are the names of a forage pasture of African origin.  Its scientific name is
Pennisetum clandestinum and belongs to the family Poaceae.  It is widely used as a forag in dairy cattle breeding.

quiebrasol
It is the name of an architectural element used to protect the facades of buildings or windows from the rays of the sun. 
There are of varied types and can be especially vertical or horizontal.  It is also often called a sunshade. 

quiero saber el significado de criques
It can mean cat, machine to lift large weights.  It is also the name of some cakes made with raw grated potatoes.  It is
typical of the mountainous area of France, in the Department of Ardèche

quietismo
It is a branch of Salafism (Islamic totalitarian radical religious movement), which is also called Salafism of preaching or
purist Salafism.  He preaches an apolitical discourse, based only on the religious aspect.  He is also called Shaykhist
Salafist.  It means standing still, practicing inaction. 

quiénes participan en la producción de los cultivos de pan coger?
The members of the family inhabiting the smallholdings, premises, plot or conuco.  Bread take is subsistence
agriculture.  For himself, spending for consumption.



quihuicha
It is one of the common names of a showy flowering plant.  It is also called kiwicha.  turkey mucus, amaranth.  Its
scientific name is Amaranthus caudatus and belongs to the family Amaranthaceae, Genus Amaranthus.  With the flour
that is produced with its seeds, bread cakes or chapatís are made. 

quijlo
It is a word of Quechua origin, which refers to the cracks or fissures of the ground.  More technically they are known as
faults or geological fractures.  Their knowledge helped the Incas to know where to build their settlements and where to
get water. 

quijote
Colloquially, a fighting person, who takes as emblem defend the unprotected and homeless.  Fighter, entrepreneur,
tenacious, persevering.  It can be synonymous with illusory, naive, gullible, dreamy, idealistic.  Main character of the
greatest work of our literature, represented by a skinny and tenacious gentleman.

quijón
It is the name of a plant and its fruit, in Bolivia.  It is another of the common names that receives the badea.  It is also
called hock, motor, patch or giant tumbo.  Its scientific name is Passiflora quadrangularis.  It belongs to the family
Passifloraceae.  There are also two other herbaceous plants called quijón or quijones.  A , which is also known as a butt
or a burdock.  Its scientific name is Torilis japonica and belongs to the family Apiaceae.  The other is Turgenia latifolia,
which also receives the casserole and cachurro joints.  It is also from the family Apiaceae.  

quilate
It is a measurement used for pearls and precious stones which is equivalent to 200 mg.  Measure that reflects the
amount of gold that is in an alloy, says gold parties contained on a total of 24.  An alloy of 18 karat means that there are
18 parts of gold over 24 of total mass.

quiliasmo
Period of 1000 years .  Cycle of time that according to many religious will reign Christ in his second coming, before the
universal judgment.  It is also called Millenarianism. 

quiliasta
It is also called millennial.  He is a person who follows the doctrines of millennialism or chyliasm.  It is a doctrine that
says that before the final judgment, Jesus Christ will come to earth and rule for a millennium, until evil is completely
eliminated.  He had his followers in the 2nd century, in the Middle Ages and in South America in the twentieth century
especially in Chile.

quilla
Bottom of a boat that runs from the bow to the stern, is the backbone of a boat.  Bottom of the boat or ship.  Keel leaving
the ribs or ribs.  Moon Goddess in the inca culture (Mama Killa).  It is a way of loving and apocopada call the Arenosa,
the Golden Gate of Colombia, our beautiful Barranquilla.

quillia
Quillia is a surname that exists in the United States, especially in the State of New Hampshire.

quillote



Ballast or counterweight of vessels .  Increased keel.  Element that makes the keel firm. 

quillotes
Element that gives hardness and resistance to keel.  Its function is to accommodate the ballast and give stability to the
boat. 

quilma
It means thick cloth sack.  Talego, bag.  It is a word of Asturian origin.  Talego or sack of thick and elongated cloth.  It
can also mean heap, arrume, pile, cluster, accumulation. 

quilo
In Greek, is a prefix that means juice.  Secretion produced the body by action of the gallbladder and the pancreas to
make digestion of ingested fats.  This Milky juice is captured by the lymphatic vessels.

quilofagia
It's the tendency to bite your lips. 

quilombola
Brazilian female descendants of African slaves.  A person who resides in a neighborhood of Afro-descendants in Brazil
(usually descendants of African slaves).  Who lives in a Quilombo or neighborhood (formerly a cottage, hut or camp of
slaves).

quilombolas
Plural of quilimbola.  Brazilian women who are descended from African slaves that came to Brazil to work in plantations. 
People that live in Brazilian slums of Afro-descendants or quilombos.

quilpar
It's a word of Mapuche origin.  It means to mark, point, sign, label.  It is used in northern Chile. 

quiltro
It is a word used in Chile.  It means stray dog, half-breed dog, perrucho, mutt, gozque.

quimaleco
In Chile, relative or related Quimal (or Kimal), name of a hill sacred in Atacama, Antofagasta Region.  It has 4278 metres
above the sea level.  Quimalero, quimaleno.

quimba
In my land of Tolima it is a way of referring to shoes.  Shoe, footwear.  In Colombia and especially in the region of
Tolima Grandes a type of footwear woven and made with vegetable fibers (usually pita or cabuya).  It is used more in
the plural.  In the singular, the expression "to throw quimba", means to walk, to move on foot. 

quimbanda
Kimbanda is also used.  It means healer in the Bantu language.  Who communicates with the gods.  In Brazil it is a ritual
culture that aims to communicate with spirits to obtain peace, hope, charity and help.



quimbar
Quimba Colombia or quimbas is another way of referring to shoes, footwear.  Quimbar, so it is walking, take foot, take
infantry. Walking, marching, walking.

quimbara
It is the name of a tropical song, composed by the Puerto Rican Junior Cepeda and famous interpretations of Celia Cruz
and Jhonny Pacheco.  Onomatopoeia of the sound of the bongo.

quimbas
Plural of quimba .  In Colombia and especially in the region of Tolima Grandes a type of footwear woven and made with
vegetable fibers (usually pita or cabuya).  Shoes, footwear, espadrilles. 

quimbolito
They are sweet kneads of corn, typical of Pasto, the capital of the Department of Nariño, in Colombia.  They are sweet
corn cakes wrapped in leaves that are typical in southern Colombia and Ecuador.  They are very similar to those of other
Colombian regions, which we call wrapped.  Kimbolites are also used.

quimbombó
It is the same okra or molondrón.  It is an edible vegetable of slug appearance, so it is used for soups and ragus.  It is
also called gombo, bamia or candia (Colombia and Venezuela), abelmosco in Mexico and ñajú in Peru and Panama.  Its
scientific name is Abelmoschus esculentus and it belongs to the Malvaceae family.  

quimera
It's a fantastic being or fact, to be unreal.  Fictional, fabulous.  It only exists in the imagination.  Fantasy, delirium,
illusion, fiction, utopia, hallucination.

quimeras
A chimera is a fantastic, unreal, being a monster. Fantasy, delusion, illusion, fictional utopia, dreams, imagination,
fiction. In biology, a chimera is an example of an animal that has features of several and makes their identification
difficult. Hybrid.

quimiofobia
It means irrational fear of the use of chemicals.  It can be cosmetic or food.  It is widely used by the industry to increase
sales of food or cosmetic products. 

quimioterapeútico
It means relating to a process of healing or medical treatment through the application or intake of chemical products. 
Related to chemotherapy. 

quimioterapia
Medical treatment that consists of the administration of chemical substances intravenously especially for cancer
treatments.  It is an aggressive treatment and can also be applied orally.  It is also called chemo. 

quimo
Mean bolus mass of food in digestion.



quimulá
In Colombia is the name of a tree.  It is also known as Golden laurel or yalte.  Its scientific name is Ocotea serisea and
belongs to the family Lauraceae.  In the Department of Antioquia, in Colombia, also say quimula to another tree, which
is in the family Verbenaceae, whose scientific name is Citharexylum subflavescens and is also known as cajeto, uruapo,
cascarillo, Hawk, caragay or rosewood guitar.

quinario
Space of time equivalent to 5 days, who were engaged in prayer.  This means that it consists of five parts.

quinas
It is a group of plants that have medicinal uses.  The most representative is quinine, Cinchona and quinine (Cinchona
officinalis of the Rubiaceae family).  It is used to cure malaria.

quinazo
It is another way of calling the blow that is given with a spinning top (almost always with an axe-shaped shoe), the
loser's spinning top with the intention of splitting or cracking it.  Quiñazo . 

quinba
quinba is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Quimbas" as meaning:<br>The correct word is Quimbas. It is a
colloquial form that Colombians call shoes. Usually the peasant refers to everyday footwear and made by hand, sisal
and fabric. They also say according to each region of the country: espadrilles or alpargates, cotizas, chocatos, slippers
and even sandals. This Quimba term is most used in Tolima and Huila.

quinbas
quinbas is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Quimbas" as meaning:<br>Craft, made sisal and fabric, with
ribbons for tying footwear.  Used with traditional costumes in folkloric presentations.

quincalla
It is a set of metallic objects of little value.  What is found or sold in a quincallería. 

quincallería
Place where metal or iron articles are made or sold.  hardware store.  Commercial establishment where quincalla is
sold.  It is also called that establishment where they sell jewelry. 

quincallero
Person who sells quincalla .  Person who owns or sells in a quincallería.  Person who sells trinkets .  seller.  cacharrero .

quinceañera
Girl who in theory happens to be female.  Junior bridesmaid arriving 15 April.  By extension young girl, young girl.  Name
of a famous Colombian tropical song, performed by Gustavo " The crazy " Quintero.  Novel name, telenovela and
Mexican music.

quincha
Colombia is one of the common names we have the chupaflor, Hummingbird, hummingbirds, buzzers, three, hermits,



hummingbirds, tominejo or bird fly.  It is a very small bird with a very long and thin, peak feeding on nectar from the
flowers.  You can hold it in the air and go back in the same.  Shake its wings to fly at amazing speeds.  Hummingbird is
also the taxonomic genus to which it belongs.  They belong to the family Trochilidae.  They are from America.

quinchal
In Colombia site where abound the quinchas or hummingbirds.  Place where many hummingbirds are sighted or Eagles.

quinde
In southern Colombia, especially in Cauca and Nariño, it means quincha, hummingbird.  In Colombia it is one of the
common names that we have to sucker, hummingbird, picaflores, buzzers, tucustes, hermits, quindes, tominejo or fly
bird.  belong to the family Trochilidae. 

quindenio
In the feudal era was a tax similar to the of the alcabala.  It was approximately equivalent to 10% of the value of the
property.  In chronology, is a space or period of time equivalent to 15 years.

quindes
Plural of quinde .  In Colombia it is one of the common names we have for the chupaflor, hummingbird, tominejo,
buzzers, tucusitos, hermits, quindes, quinchas or fly bird.  It is a very small bird with a very long and slender beak, which
feeds on the nectar of flowers.  It can be held in the air and back in it.  It flaps its wings when flying at impressive
speeds.  Colibri is also the taxonomic genus to which it belongs.  They belong to the family Trochilidae.  They are native
to America. 

quindio
It is the name of a Department of Colombia, whose capital is Armenia.  The word has Quechua origin and means Land
or territory where quindes (quinchas or hummingbirds) abound. 

quindío
In Colombia it is the name of a department, which has as its capital Armenia.  Type of colombian excelso coffee of the
highest quality and export, with denomination of origin.  Name of a river in the coffee region in Colombia.  The term is of
Quechua origin (derived from the word Q'inti, which means hummingbird, tominejo, hummingbird, chupaflor, fly bird,
quincha), therefore Quindío means land of hummingbirds, land of quinchas, land of chupaflores. 

quingombó
It is a term used in Mexico to call a macerated banana paste.  Banana or banana porridge.  In Chocó (Colombia), it is
called tuco and in Central America it is called angú.  It is the name of a plant of the Malvaceae family, it is also known as
abelmosco, candía, gombo, molondrón, ocra, okra? or bamia.  Its scientific name is Abelmoschus esculentus and it
serves to prepare soups and thick stews with the appearance of jelly. 

quinibán
Funeral ceremony for children.  Baquine.  Wake's child.  In Chile it exists as surname of mapuche origin and there is
also Quiniban.

quinidina
It is the name of an antirhythmic (cardiac) medication.  Chemically it is a stereoisomer of quinine, which is extracted from
the cinchona tree.  It is also a natural antimalarial. 



quinidinas
It is the same as kinins or cinchoninas.  Alkaloids extracted from the Cinchona.

quinini
In Colombia it is the name of a hill that remains in the Municipality of Tibacuy in the Department of Cundinamarca. 
Name of a radio station in the same zone.  In Panche language means Sacred Mountain of the Moon.  It is a Forest
Reserve and in its rocks there are petroglyphs.

quininí
In Colombia, it is the name of a Cerro in the Municipality of Tibacuy, Department of Cundinamarca.  In Panche language
means Sacred Mountain of the Moon.  It is currently part of a Forest Reserve and is a site of archaeological interest.

quinito
quinito is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Kinito" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is Kinito.  It is a
game of Basque origin.  It is played with dice.  It is to guess the result of the lance.  If guess you a drink, he must drink if
they don't succeed, must drink it who not guessed.  Anyway the drunkenness are safe.

quino
Pseudonym of Argentine cartoonist and graphic comedian Joaquín Salvador Lavado Tejón : He is the author of the
comic strip Mafalda.  The name of the tree whose bark the kine is removed.  Its scientific name is Cinchona pubescens
and belongs to the Rubiaceae family.  He has also been on behalf of two Spanish basketball players (Quino Salvo and
Quino Colom) and the nickname of two footballers of equal nationality (Francisco Cabrera and Joaquín Sierra).  Quino is
used as an apocope of the male name Joaquin.

quinoto
It is one of the common names for a tree and its fruit in Argentina, Uruguay, and Paraguay.  It is also known as dwarf
orange, Chinese orange, cherry orange, kinoto, fortunela, or kumquat.  Its scientific name is Fortunella spp and it
belongs to the family Rutaceae.  Its fruits are ovoid and it is also often called golden orange.  It is often confused with a
citrus fruit also called quinotus and kumquat and whose scientific name is Citrus myrtifolia of the Rutaceae family.  It is
also called Moorish orange tree. 

quinquenio
Time period equal to five years.   Monetary stimulus that by convention exists in some companies and consists of giving
an additional salary to the worker, each who is serving a continuous period of 5 years working. 

quinqué
In Colombia we said quinque or quinquet to a small oil lamp or oil that it is used in the bedside tables.  Almost no longer
exist.  It is a word of French origin, and was the name of the inventor of these lamps.

quinquirreme
It was also called penteres.  It was a type of warship, using groups or orders of five remease.  It was designed from the
trireme.  It was used by the Greeks in the Hellenistic period and then by the Romans.  The word has Latin origin :
quinqui ( five ) and remus ( oars ). 

quintal
Weight measurement equal to 4 at sign or 100 pounds (or 50 kilograms).  It is different from the metric quintal which is



equivalent to 100 kilograms or twice the weight. 

quintal métrico
It is a measure of weight that equals 100 kg or 200 pounds (initially equalled by approximation, just 50 kg or 100 pounds
or a bulk)

quintala
I think the question is about Quintrala.  If so, it is the nickname of an aristocratic woman and landowner of the Chilean
colonial era famous for her beauty and cruelty.  Her real name was Catalina de los Ríos y Lisperguer.  This rebuke is
also given to women in Chile who have committed murders or uxoricides (María del Pilar Pérez, Irma Ovalle Oyarzún or
Cristina Ávalos Espinoza).  In Chile, they call a parasitic plant with red flowers quintral.  Mistletoe. 

quintana
Surname of Spanish origin .  Name of a Spanish town located in the municipality of Bernedo, in the province of Álava. 
Quintana is the surname in Colombia of several consecrated athletes: Nairo Quintana, an excellent cyclist and Aldair
Quintana an Ibaguereño footballer, who plays as a goalkeeper and has belonged to the Colombia National Team. 

quintanarroense
It means that it is natural of Quintana Roo, the Mexican state, located in the Yucatan Peninsula.  Related to the State of
Quintana Roo . 

quintero
It means relative to a very elegant quinta or rural house.  Who works or lives in a farm.  Tenant of a fifth .  It is a
surname of Spanish origin.  In Chile it is the name of a city in the Province of Valparaiso.  Surname of Colombian
footballer named Juan Fernando Quintero . 

quinterón
It means a fifth, a fifth.  That it only owns 20% of something.  Agricultural measure equivalent to one fifth of one hectare
or 2000 square meters. 

quintín
It is a male name of Latin origin.  It means fifth child.  Diminutive of Quinto .  Name of a Catholic saint, martyred in the
third century.  It was Roman and was also known as Quintinus.  Name of a Colombian indigenous leader, whose full
name was Manuel Quintín Lame.  Name of a French town, in the Region of Brittany and the Department of
Côtes-d'Armor .  Name of fine fabric made in that French city. 

quinto
It means that it is ranked fiveth.  That in one order is surpassed by four .  It is a male name of Latin origin and means the
fifth, the one of the position five (the fifth son).  It can also refer to each of the parts of a unit divided into five parts or
fractions (fractional).  In some countries, a 20 cent coin. 

quintral
In Chile, it is the name given to a fungal disease that occurs to beans and watermelons.  Also in Chile it is one of the
common names given to a parasitic plant.  Red-flowered mistletoe.  A red tincture is extracted from it.  The word is of
Mapuche origin. 



quinual
In Colombia it is one of the common names of a tree from the high Andean forests.  It is also called yagual, coloradito,
queñual.  queña , quewiña .  Paper tree.  Tabaquillo in Argentina.  Its scientific name is Polylepis quadrifuga.  It belongs
to the Rosaceae family.  It has a very twisted trunk. 

quinva
quinva is incorrectly written, and should be written as "T." being its meaning:<br>The correct word is t.. It is a colloquial
form that Colombians call shoes. Usually the peasant refers to everyday footwear and made by hand, sisal and fabric.
They also say according to each region of the country: espadrilles or alpargates, cotizas, chocatos, slippers and even
sandals. This Quimba term is most used in Tolima and Huila.


